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Motivation for our work 

• According to the “standard model” of jet formation, a 
helical twisted magnetic field can collimate and 
accelerate the jets. 

 

• However, most of the energy remains in the 
magnetic field and acceleration is relatively slow. 

 

• BUT relativistic jets (e.g. in AGNs & GRBs) on the largest 
scales are kinetically dominated ! 

 

• So -> an efficient magnetic to kinetic energy 
conversion mechanism is required ! 



Can magnetic reconnection play a 

role? 

  

• The large scale magnetic field may dissipate if 
magnetic reconnection (between field lines of 
opposite polarity) can take place. 

 

• The current carrying plasma containing strong toroidal 
fields is unstable to non-axisymmetric perturbations.  

 

• Among these, the current driven kink instability is 
the most dangerous one. 



Kink Instability 

• This instability excites large-scale helical motions 
that can strongly distort or disrupt the jet 

 

• Distorted magnetic field may trigger magnetic 
reconnection  

 



Previous simulations of the kink 

instability in relativistic jets 

• The influence of jet rotation and differential 

motion on kink instability in relativistic jets was 

investigated (e.g. Mizuno et al. 2012). 

 

• Time development was followed within a periodic 

computational box. 

 

 



Dependence on jet angular velocity 

Larger value of angular velocity, 

 Ωo implies: faster jet rotation 

 

 Propagation speed of kink 

increases with increase of 

angular velocity 

 

 In case of fast rotating jet:  

turbulent jet is developed 

Mizuno  et al. (2012) 



Dependence on magnetic field structure 

α < 1: poloidal field dominates at 

larger radius 

 

 When the poloidal field 

decreases slowly with jet 

radius, kink instability develops 

and eventually saturates. 

 

 When the poloidal field 

decreases rapidly with jet 

radius: the cylindrical 

configuration may be disrupted 

by the kink. 
 

Mizuno et al. (2012) 



• Further Mizuno et al. (2014) studied the 
spatial growth of kink instability along helically 
magnetized non-rotating relativistic jets using  
more realistic open boundary computational 
box  



Rj = a/2 
Radially decreasing density     

Rj = 4a 

Radially increasing density 
Rj = a/2 Rj = 4a 

 

Dependence on 

density and velocity 

 shear radius  

 
Decreasing density 

profile: helical kink 
continuously grows  and 
leads to  disruption 

 
 Increasing density 

profile: growth of kink is 
saturated leading to 
relatively stable 
configuration 

Mizuno et al. (2014) 
 



Our  new studies 

• Following previous work of Mizuno et al. (2014), we 

study the spatial growth of kink instability along 

differential rotating relativistic jet with force-free  

helical magnetic field 

 

• Special relativistic MHD equations are solved in 3D 

cartesian coordinates using RAISHIN code (Mizuno 

et al. 2006, 2011) 

 

• Realistic outflow boundary conditions have been 

imposed on all surfaces except the inflow plane at 

z=0 

 



INITIAL  radial profiles : angular velocity 

and magnetic fields  



     INITIAL velocity and density profiles 



Further initial setup 

• Magnetic pitch ( = RBz / Bφ) : constant  

 

• To break the equilibrium state: 

 

 a precessional perturbation - applied at the inflow 

in the jet  using a transverse velocity with a 

magnitude 0.01 of maximum jet bulk in vz-direction 

  

 and angular frequency with  wavelength of 3L. 

 



Dependence on jet 

rotation  & density    
Radially decreasing density (density + field lines) 

Ωo = 1, t =100 
1  

Ωo = 4, t = 70 
 

Radially increasing density (density + field lines) 

Ωo = 1, t = 150    Ωo = 4, t = 150 
 

 Ωo = 1:  kink appears  more static near jet 
basis  

 
 Ω0 = 4:  larger rotation -> kink propagates 

faster but keeps relatively organized 
density and field structure 

 
 Results similar to  Mizuno et al. (2012) 
      with periodic boundaries 
 
 Decreasing density profile: disruption of 

helical field due to the kink instability  
 
 Increasing density profile: saturated 

growth of kink leading to relatively stable 
jet 

 
 Results similar to  Mizuno et al. (2014) for 

non-rotating jet 



Kinetic versus electromagnetic energy 

time evolution Red : Ω0 = 1 
Green: Ω0 = 2 
Blue: Ω0 = 4 Decreasing density profile (heavy jet) 

Increasing density profile (light jet) 

  Heavy jet after relaxation of 
system to cylindrical 
equilibrium (t <20):  the kink 
instability comes into play 

  
 Exponential growth from 

minimum near t ~ 20 to 
maximum at t~ 60 and then 
enter non-linear regime 

 

 Light jet: similar to heavy 
jet 
 

 In both cases:  we see 
transformation of 
magnetic  into kinetic 
energy due to kink 
instability 

Bottom line -> Growth rate of kink instability not much sensitive to jet rotation 

Kinetic 

Magnetic 

Kinetic 

Magnetic 



Kink instability and 

reconnection 

Heavy jet : Ω0 = 2, t =100  
Density + field lines (left panel) 

Light jet : Ω0 =  2, t = 150  
Density + field lines (left panel) 

 Both cases show localized 
large values of curlB: 
Implying  sites of 
reconnection driven by kink 
instability allowing for 
dissipation of magnetic 
energy and jet acceleration 

Curl B  

Curl B 



Summary 

• We studied the heavy as well as light jets with 
variation of angular velocity amplitude. Our 
work includes the regimes of linear as well as 
non-linear evolution of kink instability. 

 

• The kink instability along the jet seem to cause 
the conversion of electromagnetic energy to 
kinetic energy. The light jet seems to be less 
distorted by the kink instability. 



Summary (cont.) 

• The growth of kink instability seems to be weakly 
dependent on jet angular velocity. Beside the 
propagation speed of kink instability increases with 
increase in angular velocity of the jet. 

 

• The location of large kink instability along the jet 
seems to be associated with the sites of magnetic 
reconnection and rapid energy dissipation favoring 
particle acceleration and transition from 
magnetically dominated to kinetically dominated 
jets (important for AGN and GRB jets). 
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